Give the smooth subset of a normal singular complex projective surface the metric induced from the ambient projective space. The L2 cohomology of this incomplete manifold is isomorphic to the surface's intersection cohomology, which has a natural Hodge decomposition. This paper identifies Dolbeault complexes whose d -closed and 3-coclosed forms represent the classes of pure type in the corresponding Hodge decomposition of L2 cohomology.
Introduction
Among the early motivations for the study of both the L2 cohomology of smooth subsets of certain singular spaces and the intersection (co)homology of certain singular spaces was the desire to extend to classes of singular spaces the properties of the (co)homology of smooth oriented manifolds. [C2, C3, C4, GM1, GM2] The observation that the smooth part of a singular algebraic variety sometimes carries a natural Kahler metric for which the L2 cohomology is isomorphic to the intersection cohomology of the variety stimulated interest in finding pure Hodge decompositions of L2 cohomology and intersection cohomology [Cl, C2, CGM] . Using methods not directly related to L2 cohomology, Saito [S] has proven that the intersection cohomology of a singular variety has a pure Hodge decomposition.
The efforts to find a pure Hodge structure for L2 cohomology and to identify L2 cohomology with intersection cohomology have provided interesting and useful results both before and after Saito's discovery. The smooth part of a locally symmetric variety and of a variety with isolated singularities can be given a complete Kahler metric for which the L2 cohomology is isomorphic to the intersection cohomology of the variety. [B, BCa, L, Sal, Sa2, SaStl, SaSt2, Z2, Z3] . The L2 cohomology for the complete metric has a pure Hodge structure. For varieties with isolated singularities, the intersection cohomology has a "canonical" pure Hodge structure that agrees with the one arising in the L2 cohomology associated with the above complete metric [Zl] . The smooth part of any variety inherits an incomplete Kahler metric from the ambient projective space. If the variety is a curve, this induced metric is conical. The L2 cohomology and the intersection cohomology of the curve are isomorphic to each other and to the analogous cohomology of the curve's desingularization, from which the L2 and intersection cohomology receive a pure Hodge structure [C2, CGM] . Remark 2.2 describes the relationship between this Hodge structure and Dolbeault complexes on the smooth part of the singular curve. If the variety is a normal surface, the L2 cohomology in the induced metric and the intersection cohomology are again isomorphic [HsP, N3] . In a more complicated manner they receive a pure Hodge structure from the cohomology of a desingularization of the variety [CGM] .
The purpose of this paper is to describe Dolbeault complexes whose d -closed and (9-coclosed forms provide the pure Hodge structure of [CGM] on the L2 cohomology of normal surfaces with induced metrics. We also prove a version of the hard Lefschetz theorem for these " d -harmonic" forms. The list of references makes clear our dependence on papers by many authors, but the direct foundation for our proofs comes from [N2] and [H2] . The former paper describes properties, including a pure (p, ^-decomposition and a hard Lefschetz theorem, of the forms in the intersection of kernel (d) and kernel (*d*). (Here d represents the maximal extension of exterior differentiation.) These forms are the harmonic representatives of L2 cohomology classes in all degrees except perhaps degree 2, and their (p, q) type provides the Hodge decomposition of [CGM] for p + q ^ 2. Using the analysis of the minimal Dolbeault complex of (0, #)-forms appearing in [H2] , the present paper constructs Dolbeault complexes whose ¿»-closed and ô-coclosed forms are the harmonic forms described by [N2] in total degree ^ 2 and whose d -closed and 9-coclosed forms of type (p, q), for all p and q , represent the L2 cohomology classes of type (p, q) described in [CGM] . These Dolbeault complexes are minimal for the (0, q) complex; maximal for the (2, q) complex; and based on domain (dcd* + d*dc) for the (I, q) complex. (Definition 1.3 defines dc.)
Definitions and notation
Henceforth X denotes a normal singular complex projective algebraic surface. The set of smooth points of X is called U. We give U the metric induced from the Fubini-Study metric on the ambient projective space. This makes U an incomplete Kahler manifold.
Let n: X -» X denote a desingularization of X. Let Ü denote n~x(U). The restriction of n realizes an isomorphism of the complex manifolds Ü and U. Give the name E to X \ Ü and the name y to the pseudometric on X that arises as the pullback under n of the metric on U.
We require that n : X -> X have the following properties. E is a codimension one subvariety of X with (at worst) simple normal crossings. For each smooth point of E, there are integers m and n, n > m > 1, such that locally around the point on E, n~x(sing(X)) = (um) as a subvariety, and y is quasi-isometric to dtp dip + dip dip . Here tp(u, v) = um and ip(u, v) = u"v , and u and v are local coordinates on the complex manifold X. For each normal crossing of E, there are integers mx, nx, m 2, «2 satisfying nx > mx > 1, «2 > m2 > 1, and mi«2 -W2«i ^0.
Locally around a crossing point on E, ^_1(sing(X)) = (umtvm2) as a subvariety, and y is quasi-isometric to dtpdlp + dipl/7. Here tp(u,v) = um,vm2 and y/(u,v) = u"lv"2, and again u and v are local coordinates on X. Normal surfaces always have desingularizations with these properties. (See [HsP] and [Pa, Theorem 1.4] Definition 1.7. Let d_P'9 denote the Dolbeault operator defined on {w e 5?p'q(U) : w is smooth and d_P,qw e S?p'q+x(U)}. Let dp'q be the closure of dP'q regarded as an unbounded operator 2'p'q(U) -f 5?p-q+x(U).
Definition 1.8. Let d^.'q denote the Dolbeault operator defined on {smooth compactly supported (p, <7)-forms on U}. Let dpc'q denote the closure of Wc'q , regarded as an unbounded operator £?p'q(U) -* ^p'q+x(U).
Remark 1.9. The adjoint operators (d 'q)* and (dp'q)* are defined analogously using -*d_c* and -* d_* .
Remark 1.10. The indexing of adjoint operators differs from that used in [N2] . We suppress indices from the notation for differential operators when the indices are clear from context. Definition 1.11. Let sfp'q(U) = {w e 2'p'q(U) : w is smooth and dw e 5fp>q+x(U)}. Remark 1.19. On the compact manifold X the set of smooth forms is exactly the set of smooth forms with compact support. The distinctions between d and dc, or between ó and ôc, that must be considered on U do not arise on X. Indeed the Laplace operator dô + Sd defined on smooth forms on X is essentially self-adjoint when viewed as an unbounded operator on L2 forms on X. Harmonic forms on X can be defined as kernel(d) n kernel(¿) or as kernel(A). Both definitions lead to the same set of harmonic forms, which we will call ß?'(X). By elliptic regularity such harmonic forms are smooth even when the operators d, 6, and A are interpreted as closed unbounded operators on Hilbert spaces of L2 forms. <%"(X) = (&p+q=i%'p'q(X), where these summands may be defined as in Theorem 1.16 or as the set of ¿»-closed and 9-coclosed forms.
Definition 1.20. Let 9fx>q(U) =£?x>q(U) n domain^; + d*dc).
Remark 1.21. We are interested in the following subcomplex of (2'x'q(U), dKq).
Here the operator d1'9 refers to the restriction of d ''*: £?x'q(U) -^£fx<q+x(U) to the {w e3x<q(U) : dw e&x'q+x(U)}.
Remark 1.22. In what follows orthogonality and inner products of differential forms on U are with respect to the inner products on ¿¿?'(U) and 2,p'q(U).
Definition 1.23. Let
n lw e sf2'q(U) :
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Remark 1.24. The ß^'q are defined only for q e {0, 1, 2} . In defining them
we use the conventions that spaces with a superscript (p, r) where r = -1 or r = 3 are {0} and that maps to or from such spaces are 0-maps.
Hodge decomposition and hard Lefschetz theorem
In this section we state and prove the main theorem of this paper, Theorem 2.1. This theorem states that the d-closed and d-coclosed forms defined in Definition 1.23 provide a Hodge decomposition of Hfa(U) that agrees with the Hodge decomposition on the intersection homology of X that appears in [CGM, §6.2] . Theorem 2.30 states that the hard Lefschetz theorem holds for the forms of Definition 1.23. Remark 2.2. A goal in this subject is to choose Dolbeault complexes whose enclosed and ô-coclosed forms have the desirable relationship to L2 cohomology described in the preceding theorem. Theorem 2.1 achieves this goal for normal surfaces. Ultimately one hopes to find such Dolbeault complexes in which the operators have closed ranges. It is likely that such complexes can be used to form a Hodge complex or a cohomological Hodge complex. Unfortunately in order to define a collection of ô-closed and d-coclosed forms for which Theorem 2.1 is true, we have had to resort to a "second order" condition on the forms of type (I, q). With this condition we have been unable to prove that our d-operators have closed ranges. We believe that L2 cohomology will eventually provide a beautiful and useful way to understand the Hodge decomposition on intersection homology. Theorem 2.1 provides strong evidence that this will be shown to be so once the relationships among domains of various differential operators on U are better understood. It is important to note that the choice of domains for the operators in a Dolbeault complex has significance far beyond that of a mere formalism. For instance if one uses the maximal Dolbeault complex of forms of type (0, q) or the minimal Dolbeault complex of forms of type (2, q), one gets Dolbeault cohomology groups that do not have the desired relation to L2 cohomology [Pa] .
Previous work shows that a theorem analogous to Theorem 2.1 is true for singular curves, and it suggests some of the choices available in defining the Dolbeault complexes. The L2 cohomology of the smooth part of a curve, in the metric induced from the ambient projective space, is isomorphic to the cohomology of the curve's desingularization. The harmonic forms representing the L2 cohomology classes are exactly the ¿»-closed and d-coclosed forms for the minimal (0, q) and maximal (1, q) Dolbeault complexes [H2] . Combining [HI] and [H2] , one sees that the same complexes can be defined using the following domains for the Dolbeault operators: domain (d°), which equals domain (d®) because the induced metric on the curve is conical [CGM] , and domain(restriction of dx to (1, 0)-forms).
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof of Theorem 2.1 occupies most of the rest of this section. In outline the proof goes as follows. In [N2] we see that for i # 2 H(2)(U) = SIT1 = ®p+q=l^p'q ■ Using [H2] , we show that ^p'q = 22-q for (p,q) = (0, 0), (0, 1), (2, 1), and (2, 2). We then show that e/1'1 ®^2'0 = H22)(U), that #Ll'° = &1'0, ML1-1 = *&i>i, and X± '2 = ¿F1 '2, and that ¿ZL2>° © %* • ' © ^°-2 s H2 (U). Finally, we show a a a a yL> that the Hodge decomposition based on %fJ'q agrees with that of [CGM] . The last theorem of the section is the hard Lefschetz theorem.
The next two propositions collect results from [N2] and [H2] . Recall that X has deRham cohomology groups H'(X) and that there are many ways to define the groups Hp-q(X) [GrHa, p. 116] . In fact we know more about the actions of exterior differentation and Dolbeault operators on functions.
Lemma 2.6. domain(dc ' ) = domain(J^).
Proof. Let (_,_) denote the L2 inner products on functions and forms on U . A sequence of compactly supported functions {f} represents an element of domain (dc' ), respectively domain (d¿), if and only if the sequences {fi} and {df}, respectively {fi} and {dfi} , are Cauchy. Because every F¡j = f-f¡ is compactly supported and because U is Kahler, we have the following equations, which ensure that the sequences for d are Cauchy if and only if the sequences for d are Cauchy.
(dFij , dFu) = (TdFij, Fij) = x2(d*dFu , Ftj) = \(dFi}, dFu). Proof. Recall from the beginning of this section the labeling of sets that appear in the desingularization n: X -* X. Let E -(J,=i E¡ realize E as a union of smooth irreducible curves. Let Ñ¡ be a sufficiently small tubular neighborhood of Ej. Let Ñ = U*=1 ;Y,. The closure of Ñ is topologically a manifold with boundary.
The proof of this proposition relies on the cohomological Mayer-Vietoris sequence associated to X = ÑDÜ and on the cohomological sequence associated to the pair (Ñ, Ñ n Ü). 
Proof. H2(Ñ,ÑnÜ)-±> H2(Ñ) -±> 0. h2(Ñí) -^ ©,. H2(Ñ¡, Ntn(X\Ei)).
The maps arise from Lefschetz duality, Mayer-Vietoris for Ñ = \J¡Ñi, and Lefschetz duality. The characterization of the groups appearing in the final direct sum is part of the Thorn isomorphism theorem. See, e.g., [GrHa, p. 163] for the description of the images under / of these Thorn classes.
We now conclude the proof of Proposition 2.11 by showing that any element of <%"2<°(X) ©¿F°'2(X) maps by restriction to a nonzero element of H2(Ü). Suppose a e kernel^) in diagram (2.12). Then rx(a) e kernel(r3). It follows from the commutativity of (2.12) that a e image(/). By Lemma 2.13 a has a representative of type (1,1).
Because harmonic forms are orthogonal to the image of exterior differentiation on X, no nonzero element of 3?2>°(X) ®^°'2(X) has a representative of type (1,1). Thus no nonzero element of ^2'°(X) ®^°'2(X) is in kernel(r2), and so the restriction of every nonzero element of ^2'°(X) ®S?°'2(X) to Ü lies outside the image of exterior differentiation on Ü. Thus the nonzero elements of ^2 ' ° © ßfg '2 define nonzero elements of H?2, ( U), which completes the proof of Proposition 2.11.
We now proceed to describe the rest of H22)(U).
Proposition 2.14. The map ¿F1 -' © ¿F/'0 © ^°'2 -» H22)(U) defined by taking d-closed forms to their L2 cohomology classes is an isomorphism. Proof. To prove injectivity of the map, suppose wx-x +h = dß , where wx • ' e 2frx<x, he<%g'°®J%£<2,and ß e domain^1). Recall that (-,-) is the L2 inner product on forms on U.
(wx'x,wx'x) = (wx'x,wx'x + h) = (wx'x,dß) = 0.
It follows that wx-x = 0. Then Proposition 2.11 implies that h = 0 also.
To prove surjectivity of the map in the proposition, we use two lemmas.
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We now describe %>^'q for q e {0, 1,2}. In the proof we use the notational convention of Remark 1.24. (c) JSLi'2 = sr1-2.
Proof. We actually show ¿F1 •« = 3'x -q(U) n kemel(dc) n kernel(*ú?*). (Note that kernel(*úí*) = kernel(d*).) An application of Lemma 2.8 shows that for q ^ 1 this result is equivalent to what is stated in the proposition. It follows directly from definitions that for q = 1 this result is equivalent to what is stated in the proposition.
Observe that w e ¿¿?l'q(U) n kemel(dc) n kernel(d*) implies w ê fx-q(U)ndomain(dcd* + d*dc), dw = 0, and w 1 image under d of the smooth forms compactly supported on U . It follows that w e £fx'q(U), dw = 0, and w 1 image under d of the smooth forms compactly supported on U. Because U is Kahler, w e kemel(dcd* + d*dc), from which it follows that w e S?x ■«(!/) n kernel(dc) n kernel(^).
We now complete the description of our (p, q) decomposition of H22AU).
Because ¿F1 ■x = *Jtx -' c MTX • ' , the elements of ¿F1 • ' are ¿-closed. a a Proposition 2.19. The map ¿F1 •x © ¿F2'0 © ¿F0-2 -» 7/(22)(t/) </<#/!«/ Ay toiking d-closed forms to their L2 cohomology classes is an isomorphism. Proof. Our study of H22)(U) uses the analysis of IH2(X) appearing in [CGM] .
Recall that integration identifies Hf2)(U) with the dual of IH2(X). [HsP, N3] IH2 ( Proof. Assume A G %fj ' ' . Because [z] is the image of a homology class on U, we may assume the cycle z is a cycle on U. Poincaré duality (see, e.g., [BoT] ) shows that there is a smooth form a compactly supported in U such that JzA = /[/aAA.
Denote by i» the map that takes smooth forms compactly supported on Ü to smooth forms on X by extension by zero. There is an r) e ß^2'°(X)®ß^°'2(X) and a ß e 2'X(X) such that dß = i*(n*a) -t). Calculations with the metrics (see, e.g., [H2] ) show that £fl(X)\D C n*(Sfx(U)). Let ß denote the element of J2fx(U) satisfying $\q -n*ß . By Lemma 2.20 there is a form r\ satisfying r)\(j = n*n . Then dß = a-r].
It follows that Jzh = juaAh = junAh + JudßAh. Checking (p, q ) types shows that Jv rj A A = 0. Because A = *£ for some Ç e Sfx'x and because £ JL range(úf), ¿ dß A A = /" í/yS A *£ =< dß, £ >= 0.
Lemma 2.22. for a«y nonzero h e %?-' /Aere w a c/om /« IH2(X) for which the integration pairing with A w nonzero. In particular, when this class is represented by a cycle on U, Stokes' theorem applied on the cycle shows that A £ range(úf).
Proof. Any nonzero A e %^'x is *£ for some nonzero £ e ^'•1. Because such a ¿; represents a nonzero class in H?2,(U), there is a class [y] e IH2(X) satisfying: for any [z] e IH2(X) the intersection pairing of [z] with [y] equals / i [CGM] . By Poincaré duality (see, e.g., [BoT] ) there is a ¿-closed smooth form a compactly supported on U satisfying the properties: (a) for all [z] e IH2(X) Jz£ = jza; and (b) for closed forms p J p = ¡va Ap.
By property (a) there is a ß e S?X(U) such that dß = a -Ç . By property (b) f h= /*£= /aA*£= f(i + dß)A*t: We now compare the decomposition HL(U) = ^p+q=i^f'q with the Hodge decomposition of intersection homology described in [CGM] . Recall that [CGM] assigns a Hodge structure to IH*(X) as follows. First a class in H*(X) is of type (p, q) if its Poincaré dual is of type (2-p, 2 -q), i.e., if its horn dual is of type (p, q). Second IH*(X) is identified with a subset of Ht(X), and it is shown that the Hodge structure on H*(X) restricts to give a Hodge structure on this subset. Then a class in IH"(X) is assigned the type of the corresponding class in H,(X).
The Hodge structure on IH*(X) determines a Hodge structure on HT2,(U) via the diagram (2.23) IHk(X) -^ Hom(/Ä,-*W . C) y H*2)k(U).
I arises from the intersection pairing, and J arises from integration. Assign
[A] e H*2)k(U) type (p, q) when I~x(J([h])) has type (2-p,2-q).
Proposition 2.24. The (p, q) decomposition of L2 cohomology described in this paper agrees with that described for intersection homology in [CGM] , i.e., an L2 cohomology class is represented by h e ¿%^'q if and only if its image under I~x o J is in IH2-Py2-q(X).
Proof. There can be no disagreement about the pure Hodge decompositions of Hf>2)(U) and H*2)(U). Lemma 2.26. ¿F° ■ ' = kernel(úf) n&0<*(U).
Proof. Apply the preceding lemma and Theorem 1 of [N2] .
Lemma 2.27. 7i*(#i?'1) =ßr0'l{X)\u .
Proof. By comparison of metrics (see, e.g., [H2] ) &0>l(X)\0 C n*(3f°<x(U)). Thus ßt°>x(X)\jj c 7z*(kernel(¿)). This observation, followed by Lemma 2.26 and Proposition 2.9, gives ¿F°''(l)|& «-» n*(ker(d) r\&°-l{U)) = n*(jr°>x) = n*(JZL°'1).
By [H2, Theorem 2.1] the vector spaces at the ends have the same finite dimension. Thus they are equal.
To complete the analysis of the decomposition of HL ( U), let i : Ü <-> X and i* : H,(Ü) -> H*(X). The decomposition in [CGM] is based on the diagram.
HX(X)^HX(Ü)^HX(U)^IHX(X).
i, n.
Let {ok} be a set of cycles on Ü whose images under /* span the subset of HX(X) composed of classes of type (1,0). Thus for every A e ^° ' ' (X), Ja A = 0 ; and any 1-cycle a satisfying ¡a A = 0 for all A G ^0> ' (X) is homologous to a linear combination of elements of {o^}. The decomposition of HX2)(U) induced by the [CGM] decomposition of IHX(X) assigns £ G &x type (0,1) if f n*£, = 0 for all k . For all £ G ¿F°" ' / n*£,, equals zero by Lemma 2.27.
Thus [CGM] assigns type (0,1) to elements of %^'x . Switching the roles of 0 and 1, we see that similar arguments show that [CGM] assigns type (1,0) to elements of ¿F1,0. 9 H?2JU) : The reasoning relating the decompositions of H?2,(U) is parallel to that used for HX2)(U). This time [CGM] uses H3(X) % H3(X) S IHi(X).
71,
The three lemmas are replaced by the following lemma, based largely on [H2] .
Lemma 2.28. Each element of n*(^'i)
can be viewed as a closed L2 form on X. As L2 forms on X these are cohomologous to the elements of ß?2'x(X). The elements of n* (%^ ' ' ) are smooth on Ü and bounded in the pointwise norm associated with the restriction of X 's metric to Ü. Proof. The first two sentences of the lemma follow from reasoning based on the commutative diagram in the proof of Proposition 2.6 of [H2] . The construction of the diagram and its relationship with cohomology on X are based on Propositions 1.16 and 1.17 of [H2] . Finally Lemma 2.27 of the current paper identifies n*(^' ') with a set of forms that extend smoothly to X. Thus these forms are bounded in the pointwise norm associated with X's metric. %? •x = *%!f} 'x , where * denotes the Hodge *-operator based on the metric on U. Explicit calculations with this *-operator (as a map %^,x -> %^'1 it will be pointwise norm-decreasing for the norm based on X 's metric) finish the proof of the third sentence of the lemma.
To carry out the integration pairing, one can realize homology using p.l. T-P'q =JTp>q . ¿F2'°=¿F2'0, X°'2=X°'2,and &}<l =*&1-1. Thus the a a a a proof of [N2, Theorem 2] , including the assertion that L maps harmonic forms to harmonic forms, becomes a proof of this theorem once we have shown that w lies not only in ¿F1,1 but actually in *&X'X . Because w = *w [N2, (7. 2)], it suffices to show that w e %'x • ' .
Because w e 3'2(U) and because dw = 0, it suffices to show that w _L range(i/). In determining range(i/' : 2'X(U) -* J¿?2(U)), it suffices to consider \p e ^fx(U) for which ip _l_ range ( d° ), i.e., y/ e S?X(U) satisfying \p e kernel(*¿c*). Because w = *w and because \p A w = -7-Î * y/ [N2] , we see that for y/ e domain (d) n kernel (*dc*), 0 = d(y/Aw) = dy/Aw-y/ Adw = dyi A w.
Thus, 0 = ¡jjdyi Aw , which shows that w = *w is orthogonal to range(c/).
